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It was in Vol. V. of the American Journal of Mathematics that
Sylvester first proposed the problem of the enumeration of the
perpetuants of given degree and weight.* Of a given degree
Caylcy's rule gives a generating function which enumerates the
asyzygetic seminvariants. A knowledge of the perpetuants of lower
degrees leads to the generating function for the compound semin-
variants of the given degree. Since these forms are not linearly
independent, it is necessary to find the generating function of the
syzygies which connect them. We have, then, the means for arriving
at the generating function of the perpetuants. It is merely necessary
to subtract the generating function of the syzygies from that of the
compound forms, and then subtract the difference from that of the
nsyzygetic forms. This procedure was adopted by Sylvester. For
the first four degrees no syzygies arise, and the perpetuant generating
functions were found to be

« a;' x* . x1

•espectively ; the enumeration of the perpetuants being given, for a
weight w, by the coefficient of x" in the developments.

* " On Sub-InvnriantH, i.e., Semi-Invariants to Binary QuanticR of Unlimited
Uriior," Jliner. Math. Jour., Vol. v., p. 70.
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Syzygies first present themselves for the degree 5. Sylvester, in
the paper quoted, did not succeed in correctly enumerating them.
This was accomplished by Hammond,* who established the generating
function m7

which immediately led to the true generating function for per-
petuants of degree 5, viz.,

(1 - x>) (1 - a 8 ) (1 -x*) (1 - a 5 ) '

Cayleyf continued the investigation on the same lines, but adding
the notion, due to the author of the present paper, of the transforma-
tion of seminvariants into non-unitary symmetric functions. Con-
siderable light was thus thrown upon the structure of the syzygies
in general, and in particular upon those of degree 6. No new
generating function was obtained, as the enumeration of the syzygies
of degree 6 proved to be impracticable. The simplest perpetuant of
degree 6 was first obtained by the author of this paper. J It proved
to be of weight 31. The research proceeded on the lines laid
down by Sylvester, Hammond, and Cayley, and principally by the
use of Cayley's exceedingly useful algorithm for the multiplication
of symmetric functions, the whole of the syzygies up to the weight
31 inclusive were calculated as far as was necessary for the purpose
in hand. The generating function for the syzygies was not obtained.
It should be mentioned also that on p. 45 of the paper the perpetuant
of weight 31 is correctly identified, but that the non-exemplar per-
petuants of this weight are incorrectly enumerated. The number
was given as 5, whereas, as will subsequently appear, we now know
the number to be 16.

In a second pa,per§ in the same volume, the author again con-
sidered the question, and showed that on a certain hypothesis, the
truth of which he was unable to assert, the generating function for
perpetuants of degree 6 ( > 2) was

• Amer. Math, Jour., Vol. iv. (1882), pp. 218-228, "On the Solution of the
Differential Equation of Sources."

t Amer. Math. J«nr., Vol. vn. (1885), pp. 1-25, " A Memoir on Seminvariunta."
% " On Perpetuants," Amer. Math. Jour., VoL vn., pp. 20-46.
§ " A Second Paper on PerpetuantR," Amer. Math. Jutir.,Vol. vii.; pp. 259-2G3.
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This prediction was subsequently verified by Stroh,* who, in § 10 of
the paper quoted in the foot-note, established the generating function
by an ingenious method which differed totally from that adopted by
previous investigators in the same field.

Cayleyf followed with interesting remarks and developments of
Stroh's theory.

Stroh considers the general seminvariants of degree d and weight wt

where /3,, /5S, ... ft9 are arbitrary quantities merely subject to the
condition 2 / 3 = 0

and a,, a2, ... at are umbrte, such that, after expansion,

a, = a, = ... = a8 = (!') or = a,.

Assuming

the expanded function O"

can be exhibited as a linear function of products of powers of

B t , B3, ... Iie,

of weight w. Appealing as a coefficient of each B term of this
function, we find a seminvariant of the binary quantic

n - - ( j ) ^u--1 + (5) «.«-•-••• = 0 ,

where n may be supposed to be infinite. Stroh shows that the whole
of the seminvariants of degree 0 and weight w thus present them-
selves. To exhibit certain of the seminvai-iants in terms of semin-
variantR of lower degree by means of products of degree 8, we may,
since /?,, /32, ... /3e aro merely subject to the condition

suppose /S. + &+ ... +l\ = /Vi+&* a+. . . +j8, = 0,

where <p may be any integer less than 6.

* "Uohcr dio Symbolifir.ho .Daratellung1 den GnmdRyzygantcn eincr biniiren
Form ficch.ster Ordnung und cine Erweckerung der SymboliJc von Clebsch," Math.
Ann., t. xxxvi. (1890)/pp. 203-303.

t " On Symmetric Functions and Seminvariants," Amer, Math. Jour., Vol. xv.,
pp. 1-05X • '
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We have then 0" = (fy + n,.,)",

and n^ is thus shown to be reducible. But $X° is no longer the per-
fectly general seminvariant that it was proved to be before tho
introduction of the new conditions

These conditions necessitate the vanishing of a certain function of
the quantities r? » T>

so that a certain number of B products, and therefore also of sumin-
variants, have disappeared from

These are the perpetuants of the degree 0 and weight w.

This is very clearly stated by Stroll; and Caylcy, with further
Simplification of statement, actually determines the conditions for the
first six degrees.

The above is merely historical.
I am now principally concerned with the two papers of Stroll and

Cayley last mentioned, which, from their recent appearance, will bo
fresh in the memory of mathematicians.

I propose to present Stroll's theory and Cayley's developments
from a purely algebraical point of view—that is to say, without the
employment of any umbral symbols—and also tp actually identify
each of the whole series of perpetuants of all degrees and weights.

First, consider a transformation of Stroh's general seminvariant
obtained by employing umbrao with a different signification.

In the form

let a, be an umbral symbol, such that after evolution a" is to be re-
placed by <r! aa.

We find n;e = s—~—«r«r-.•(»,»,...)*

where (^frj ...)„ denotes tho symmetric function

Thence £2̂  = «;! 2 a,, anj ... (T, 7r.j ...)„.
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The symmetric functions on the dexter side are to be expressed in
terms of the elementary functions 7?2, Bs, ... B6, and the dexter has
then to be arranged as a linear function of products

B.Bt....

Let (irlvi...)l! = 20,t...B.Bl...;

then -1 fil" = 2 (2 O,t a, a, ... ] B,Bt.... •
w\ \ • % j

The whole coefficient of B,Bt is

But C,t... is the coefficient of BtBt... in the expression of (V,7r2 ...),j;
therefore, by the well known law of reciprocity, it is also the coefficient
BWtBWt... in the expression of (st...)ff or of aWla,u... in the expression
of (st...), where («£...) denotes a symmetric function of the quantities
of which

a,, Oj, . . . awt . . . a,,, . . .

are the elementary symmetric functions. Hence

and irfJr = S (««...) B,Bt....

Since Bl = 0, we have on the right a linear function of the non-
unitary symmetric functions of weight w and of degree not exceed-
ing 6.

These non-unitariants (Cayley, loc. cit.) of the roots of the equation

a"-a1<tf1-1+<v"-1-... = 0

are, as is well known, seminvariants of the.binary quantic

xn — naxx"~xy + n (» — 1 2 l

Thus transformed, Stroh's general seminvariant assumes a simple
and elegant form, and suggests the following method of viewing the
subject.

I, first of all, retain Bu so as to consider the reducibility of sym-
metric functions in general, and subsequently cause Bt to vanish, so
as to restrict the investigation to seminvariants.
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Taking an arbitrary quantity /i, let

(l+/m,)(l+/ia,)(l+Ma8) ... ad inf.

where a,, a2, a,, ... are not the umbra before mentioned, but quanti-
ties obeying the ordinary laws of algebraical quantity. .

Let, also, (1 +/i,3i)(l+/</34) ...

then (l + /ia1/31)(l + /m1/3u)...(l+/Jtal/3,)

=zl+^alBl + fita\Bt+...+fita\Bn

and n(H-A4a./31)(H-/ia.j32)...(l+/ia,i8(,)
«

= n (1 + Aia,2?l + /ila«Bi+ ... +/ai'J5,),

the products extending to the quantities
« U «J> °8> •••

of unlimited number.

Multiplying out the dexter of this identity and therein representing
the coefficients of /i* by #„,», we have

where on the right the coefficient of /i" involves linearly all the sym-
metric functions of «„ a3, a8, ... of weight K and degree not exceed-
ing V.

[Taking Q, with changed umbree

and the sinister is (when /?, .= 0)

exp
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Thus / l > 9 = (1)7?,,

#,,.-= (2) j?,+(l1) .B;,

Z3I,.= (3) Ba+(21) BtBt

the summation being for all partitions of K into parts not exceeding Q
in magnitude.

Taking <J><6, write

and thence II (l+/ia./3,)(l+//<*,&) ... (l+/ia,/3f)

whenco we derive

the parts of the partitions being limited not to exceed f in magni-
tude; and

the parts being limited not to exceed 6 — <f> in magnitude.

Moreover, 1 + nB, + / r ^ + ... + n*Bv

and
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Comparing coefficients of /i*,

Zx>9 involves symmetric functions of weight K and of degree ^ 0,
while any product on the right

involves products of two symmetric functions, the one of weight K—S
and degree ^f, and the other of weight s and degree ^0 — <f>.

Moreover, the quantities

Bv B,, ... B,

aro expressible in terms of the quantities

#;, B;, ... B; ; B;',B;\ ... B;:,,

by a series of relations of the form

B, = B;+B;_, B,"+...+B; B;:,+B;',

and, by reason of these relations, .

Blf B8, ... B9

arc not subject to any condition.

Hence, by comparison of the two sides of the relation

we are able to express certain symmetric functions of weight K and
degree ^ 9 as sums of products of pairs of symmetric functions, eacli
pair involving one function of degree ^co, and one of dcgreo Z0—<p.

We have, in fact, a general theorem of reducibility.
Supposing 0>1 andp any one of the integers 1, 2, 3, ... 0 — 1, it can

be demonstrated that every monomial symmetric function of degree
I) is reducible by the aid of symmetric functions whose partitions aro
subsequent to it in dictionary order, and of products of pairs of
functions of degrees <̂ > and <0 — <p, respectively.

Consider in ZKi the term

(r° , 0 - 1'', 0 - 2 " , ...) B f " ^ 1 ^ - 2 —»

where the literal part is equal to
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Of this consider the portion

ft'"0 B"*1 Wff* •D"°ro+''i+<'•*+•••

The weight of B? B*x B% ...

18 <j> (ffO + ffj + ffj+-)— OX — 2<7j— . . . = K\

and that of ^+»i+«^+... ,

is (0-0)("o+*i + *8+.-.)=«".

where . . K + k" = K.

Hence the literal portion considered must arise in the dexter of
the identity in the product

as

W*4—\"l<t>—2**...) B"0 B'"\ B'°\ ... C0_0»o+o-«+'»+ ••) ¥B"»o+«r,+«+...

On the sinister side the whole coefficient of

must be the sum of the monomial functions obtained by the multi-
plication of the two functions

and the first of these in dictionary order is

(0*00—l^'G—2'*...).

Hence this function together with other functions subsequent to it in
dictionary order must be equal to the product

In other words, the function is reducible, and the actual reduction is
given by the identity. For a given value of 0 symmetric functions
are, in general, reducible in more ways than one.

Ex. gr.—Take if = 6, $ = 4, 0 = 2.

%\,2 + %i,3 %i,2 + ^3,2 ^3,2 + ^2,2 Z",i + ^1,2 %'b,2 + ^M>

single and double accents being introduced to distinguish forms
which, from the circumstance that <f> and 6—<j> are equal, would be
otherwise indistinguishable
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Z6>i = (42)2?4B1 + (41 s)B,Bk(3 s)B; + (321)i?!1 ^

-f (28) Bl + (2»1*) B] B] + (21*) B3 B\

B;\ z'i, = (2) /ii'

z'3ti =

and the relations Bi = B'ifi"

Bt = 1KB?

Comparison of the coefficients (1) of B'?B'{, (2) of B'tB[B!/B" on the
sides of the resulting identity yiolds the reductions

(42)+2(418)+2(32)+2(321)+6(23)+4(22 l !) = (21 )2.

A similar process with regard to the term B'2B'?B'i yields

(41*)+ (321)+2(2*1*) =(2P)(2) .

Reductions of forms of lower degrees- arc also given by the same
identity. It is not necessary to give them, because they can bo
obtained more simply by formation of the identities for the data

(*, fl, 9) = (6, 3, 2),

(c, 0, f) = (6, 2, 1).

We thus obtain the reductions

(321)+3 (28)+2 (2*1") = (231)(1),

(321) + 3 (318) +3 (28) +4 (2512) + 6 (214) = (213)(12),

(321) +3 (31s) +2 (221S) +4 (214) = (2l)(l s),
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(2s) + 2 (2218) + 6 (21*) + 20 (1<) =

(22lJ)+4 (214) + 15 (lfl) = (l*)(ls

The identity manifestly also involves a theorem for the multiplica-
tion of any two symmetric functions whatever.

I pass on to the discussion of the reduction of non-unitariants,
viz., those symmetric functions the parts of whose partitions az-e all
greater than unity.

If a non-unitariant be reducible qua non-unitariants, it must
obviously bo reducible by means of products of pairs of non-
unitariants ; this fact follows from the circumstance that the product
of two non-unitariants is itself a non-unitariant; the forms, in fact,
constitute) a closed system. It should be observed tliat this would
not be the case with some other systems that might present them-
selves for consideration.

If we had to discuss the functions which contain no part 2 in their
partitions, we have no closed system; for two forms, such as (31) and
(41), which aro included in the system, give rise to forms, containing
a part 2, which are exterior to the system. Suppose that the quanti-
ties /3 above considered are not all independent, but are connected
byavelation / ( f l l f fl,, B,, . . .* . ) = 0;

then the expression Z,it

will not involve the complete system of symmetric functions of the
quantities

a,, «2, as, ...,

for certain of the products H^B** •••

can be eliminated between the relations

f(Bl,Bi,B31...Bt)=0,

and, as a consequence, the number of symmetric functions
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in the expression of ZtiB will suffer a reduction. We would then
have a particular system of symmetric functions under consideration,
whose nature we may take to be exactly defined by the. conditional

relati0"

For the theory of the reducibility of this system we are led to the

x

<f> being any integer equal or less than |0, with the three conditions

/ ( / ; „ 11,11,, ... j;.) = 0,

, B:/, ir3\... «;:„ 0,0,0, ...) = o.

Hence there are 0—1 independent quantities B,

</>-! „ » B\

d-f-i „ „ . C",

and, ftinco (0-1) —(> — l) - (0—^ — 1) = 1,

the satisfaction of the identity necessitates another relation between

nu J;S, /? s , . . . .»„

say ^(B^l^B,, .... 2?,) = 0.

Write this for brevity A//0 = 0.

This is the condition of reduction for a given value of tho integer <p.
Considering merely this particular niodo of reduction, we find that
the condition

</̂  = 0

causes a further diminution in the number of symmetric functions
appearing in the expression of

These disappearing functions are those which cannot be reduced in
the particular manner wo are considering.

If 'I'u fa ••• '/'» ')C s particular values of q>, (he condition

VOL. XXVI.—NO. 517. I1
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leads to the functions that cannot be reduced in any of the modes
deBned by the integers

For complete irreducibility we have the condition

Non-unitariants constitute the simplest restricted system that it is
possible to devise. They are the solutions of the partial differential
equation

i ( d . d , d . \ n
dxu = ( 7-+a, T-+ai — + ... I u = 0.

\da{ da% das I

It will subsequently appear that other restricted systems corre-
sponding to other differential equations may be usefully considered,
but, for the present, non-unitariants are alone under view.

Hence f(BuBt,...B.)=Bu

and therefore 7?, = B\ = B" = 0,

Zt>, now only involves non-unitariants

&c.

In order that • 1 + ^ % , . + /*%..+ ...

may be broken up into factors, involving non-unitariants only, we
must have

for some value of <j> ^ \0.

It is easy to see that

^ = no3,+/?, + ...+/?,),

when on the right we have a symmetrical function.
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Hence the complete condition of reduction is

The weight of this condition in the quantities R2, i?3, ... is as
shown by Stroh and Cayley, and, as it is easy to verify,

^ - l = we.

This condition causes one B product, containing a factor Biy of weight
w9, to disappear from

and indicates the irreducibility of the corresponding non-unitariant.

The same procedure as was adopted for the unrestricted system
shows that every other form not thus shown to be irreducible is in
fact reducible.

It is now easy to show that the number of pcrpetuants of
degree 6 and weight w is given by the coefficient of x'° in

• 2 s " 1 — 1

(1-a2) (1-a3) . . - (I-*")"

Passing to the simplest particular cases, I put ft = - -, and consider
the factorizations of the polynomial

which exhibit it as the product of two polynomials each wanting tho
second term.

Degree 2, 0 = 2 .

We have ss+7J,,

and a factor, if it exist, must be simply x, which necessitates

ft/3, = B2 = 0.
Hence, in the reducing identity above considered, the terms, in Bt

vanish, and no symmetric function which appears as a coefficient of
any power of J?3 can bo exhibited in a reduced form ; such functions
are comprised in the series

(2), (2'), (2';, ....

which therefore are all ii'reducible.
T 2
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Hence (2*)

expresses all perpetuants of degree 2, and the generating function is

T-?'
Degree 3, 0 = 3.

We have
and one factor mitsfc be x.

Thence ft, ft2ft3 = - J?8 = 0.
All terms of the form (3"+I2*) B'^'B]

disappear from the reducing identity.

The series of perpetuants of degree 3 are included in

(3'*'2>),

and the generating function is

Degree 4, 8 = 4.

We liave x* + B.,x2 + B3x

The factors may have the forms

X, .<8

For the factor x, we have

while, for the factor a:8 + P,

or the whole condition is

Flence all the terms of the form

disappear from the reducing identity, and the whole series of per
petuants of decree 4 are coniprisod in the expression
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and the generating function is

Degree 5, 8 = 5.

We have a5 -\-Bix
B + Bsx* + 2?4rc + #B,

and the required factors can assume the forma

a, cc' + P.

For the factor a;, II/3, = — 2?5 = 0,

the condition for the factor a;24-P is clearly the eliminant of

and

or of i

and 2?3a:
2 + 7<5,

which is II (/3,+ft) == B l - B B

hence the complete condition is

j 4 l? 8
3 -= 0 .

On the left-hand side of the reducing identity, we have, with
others, the three terms

(5s) B3
6+ (5*32) BlBtB2+ (5432) J?52?X

and each term separately would be reducible but for the condition

which indicates that we can eliminate from the reducing identity
either of the products

Bi BlB.B,, B^Til

and thus obtain two instead of three reducible non-unitariants from
the three ^ ^ ^ { ^ i }

Eliminating 7i*, we have, in the reducing identity

{ j Bl n, 7?2 + { - } ;
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indicating the rcducibility of the non-unitariants

- (5 s ) + (5432).

If, instead, we eliminate BIB3I]2 and 77a7?4 7?̂ , we obtain respectively

{(5s) + (5232) }Bl+{ (5232) + (5432)} B6 Vtlfv

and {(fis) - (5432j} h\ + {(5*32) + (5432) j BlB^,.

If we ngree to consider a non-unitariant reducible, if it can be ex-
pressed in terms of non-unitariants subsequent to it in dictionary
order and of compound forms of the same degree, we may regard

(5s) and (5*32)

as reducible, as being capable of reduction by the aid of the form
(543'), which is subsequent to them in dictionary order. Hence we

r e g a n l (543')

as the exemplar perpctuant of degree 5 and weight 15.

The forms (5s), (5232) may be said to be non-exemplar.

All exemplar perpetuants of degree 5 are comprised in the

expression (5«*'#+'3"+»2').

For a given weight w we have a number of equations of condition
between the products of the quantities J5,> B3, Bv B6 equal to the
number of Avays of composing the numlinr w—15 with the parts
2, 3, 4, 5 ; these are formed by multiplying the left-hand side of the
equation B\-B\B

by each product of the quantities J?3, J?a, Bt, /?B of weight w —15.
There are also precisely the same number of exemplar perpetuant
forms of degree 5 and weight w. From these equations of condition
and the equation of reducilnlity of weight wt we can eliminate all the
products which contain the factor

and thus exhibit the reduction of all non-exemplar non-unitariantB
by f he aid of the exemplar forms.

Thus the generating function for degree 5 is
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The reducibility of forms of degree 5 by means of products of quadrio
and cubic forms is, as we saw, governed by the relation

which proves that of a weight lower than 10 all forms are so ex-
pressible ; ex. gr.y

(53) = (3>)(2)-(322)(a3),

where a? has been introduced and in a covariant identity would
represent the square of the quantic itself.

For the weight 10, however, the relation shows that only the

combinations ( 5 ' ) _ ( 4 3 V ,

(532) + (43a) a
are so expressible.

Moreover, the form (43s) is not expressible by means of products
of quadric and cubic forms (say by products 2.3), and thus is not a
quintic syzygant. It immediately follows that the form (5433) is a
perpetuant, for, had this form been reducible, the operation of decapi-
tation (see A. M. J., Vol. vn.), or in other words, the performance of

on the two sides of the equation exhibiting the reduction, would have
shown (432) as a quintic syzygant.

Algebraical results of this nature are not yielded by Stroh's
untransformed theory.

Degree 6, 0 = 6.
This case has been worked out in detail by Professor Cayley (loe.

cit), but I do not hesitate to give it here, as I wish to introduce some
new methods of arriving at the equations of condition.

The quantic is

x9 + Btx
% + B8z8+B ix

i + B6x + Bei

the required factor assuming either of the forms

For the factor x, n/3, = J?a = 0,

and, for the factor x* + P, the condition is the vanishing of the
eliminant of
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n (/t3,
a, B6

= 0.

The notation / I , Bit J?4, PA

for the eliminant in question "will be found convenient in what
follows.

The condition introduced by the third type of factor is obtainable
in a variety of simple ways, of which a few of the most interesting
will be given.

The condition is, of course, equivalent to

n (&+&+/?,) =0.

We have the identity
First Method.

leading to the relations

Bt-r-R = Bt-Q-8 = B4-PB = B6-PS- QB = Bt-QS = 0.

Multiplying the two zero determinants

p

Q

1

B

8

1

0

0

0

J B

8

1

P

Q

0

0

0

we obtain

or

or

2PB PS + QB P + B

PS+QB 2QS Q+S

P+Q Q+S 2

27?4

Bt B3

Bs

= 0,

- (^I? 8 -2J5 6 )S = 0,

the condition required (cf. Caylcy, I.e.).
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Second Method.

The quantic a;8 + B>x* + BAx3 + Bix
i + Bhx + £„,

equated to zero, dotermines the abscissa) of the six points of inter-
section of the conic

i = 0

with the cubic curve y—®* = 0.

If the conic break up into two right lines

(y + Px + Q) (y + Rx + S) = 0,

the quantic considered is replaceable by

(<cs + Px + Q) (x* + Ex + S).

Hence the discriminant of the conic with regard to y must be a per-
fect square.

This discriminant is

Hence (B^-4Z?4)(J52
8-4Z?0)-(^J?8-2^6)s = 0,

the same result as before.

This may be written

^B.-BlB.-Bl + B^B.-B.B] = 0.

The complete condition is thus

= 7?0 (7?0 7?.̂  — 7 ^ 4- ^ 7?3 77, - 7?,

= 0,

or, as calculated by Professor Cayley,

]B\ = 0.
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The last term, in dictionary order, being B6BsB\Ba, we Bee that the
non-unitariant

is the exemplar perpetuant of degree 6 and weight 31. Eliminating
the remaining terms in succession between the equation of condition
and the equation of reduction, we obtain the reduction of

68438-4 (654'34),

(6s382s) + (654234),

(6'584)+4(654234),

&c.

Altogether of weight 31 there are 16 non-exemplar forms reducible
by the aid of (654234J.

All perpetuants of degree 6 are included in the expression

(6'+15»+I4r23'+42*),

and the enumeration is given by the generating function

Degree 6.
At this point it will be convenient to determine the general

expression for all exemplar perpetuants of degree 6.

Expressed in terms of /3j, /33, ... /39 the equation of condition is

jt = nftn 03,+ft) n (A+&+/J.)... n

When /3M = 0,

where m < \d.

where n Z % (^—1) ;

therefore J, = —— J^-i + terms involving higher powers of B$.
B«-i

Let Pt denote the B product which corresponds to the simplest
exemplar perpetuant of degree 6. Then

P B,, p3
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a n d , a s s u m i n g P e _ i == Jie-\^a-i^e-*^D-i^l^i ••• -#s »

we find Pe = BeBi).xB].iB
i
t.3Bl_t...£?'*,

justifying the assumption and establishing that the exemplar per-
petuant of degree 6, and of weight 2' "1 —1 is, when 0>2,

(0 ) 0_1 ) 0_2 8 , 0-34 . . .3 i a~4),

where, commencing from the left, 0 — 2 different symbols are written
down to make up the partition.

Also the general form of exemplar perpetuants is

If we know the whole of the non-exemplar perpetuants of degree
0—1, we can derive the whole of those non-exemplar perpetuants of
degree 9 which involve in their partitions the number 0 unrepeated.

For Jt = ——- /„_]+• terms involving higher powers of B,, there-

fore, J"o =
5

which a reference to the value of JOt already calculated, shows to be
correct.

A considerable portion of Jt may be written down from the results
already obtained; for

leads to J, = ' *"' " a / " ' " ' — — — f'~* +...•

whence J, = ' ^ - V ' " ' ? ^a" + —»

when wo know the complete value of Jt.
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The simplest non-exemplar perpetuant of degree 6 is easily found,
for

and the term in / , which precedes the B product corresponding to
the exemplar form, in dictionary order, is

BeBt_}B^jB^.j... Bj n 7? n jj3 7} r 7} it TP- nV'"*8"1

i

for 0>6.

The simplest non-exemplar perpetuant thus has the partition

(60-1 $-2*6-3*... 72J-V~752'-8+I4'9-fl-1 32'"4-1 2),

for 0>6,

and this gives for

6 = 1
0 = 8

0 = 9

and so on.

(765 W 2 ) ,

(8762554731S2), '

(987W4163812),

The calculation of the complete value of J7 is a very laborious
matter, as it contains several hundreds of terms. Moreover, special
methods of elimination lead to extraneous factors which are very
troublesome.

In a similar manner it is possible to find the perpetuant solutions
of the partial differential equation

d , d , d , n

+ a + +... =0.




